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ABSTRACT  

 

Main purpose of this present work is to study the performance of elevated reinforced concrete water 

tanks subjected to dynamic loading, including the effect of sloshing. In this study, the finite element 

technique is used to investigate the seismic response of elevated water tanks. In addition analysis is 

done manually as per IS standards and finite element model and results are compared. Six cases are 

chosen to make the comparisons with direct nonlinear dynamic analysis, mechanical models for 

single degree of freedom  two degree of freedom, and finite elements method models. Six cases are 

tanks at three different soil conditions that is hard, medium and soft soil sites for two seismic zones 

that is for zone-V and zone-II. Using this method, the study of liquid sloshing effects in tanks with 

circular tank geometries is made possible. The results of this study show that the current practice 

predicts the response of elevated tanks with reasonable accuracy. 

 

Key words: Elevated Water Tanks, Seismic Response, Tank, Staging, and Structural Analysis 

Programming. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

There are large number of storage tanks around the world, most of which are used for water 

and oil storage facilities (Fig.1). They also play an important role in municipal water supply, fire 

fighting systems and in many industrial facilities for storage of water. In order to provide the head 

of water required for a water supply process, water tanks are usually installed on a supporting 

tower, thereby instead of requiring heavy pumping facilities, the necessary pressure can be obtained 

by gravity. 

 

 In our Present study circular elevated reinforced concrete water tank with shaft staging support was 

studied. These tanks are analyzed for earthquake force as per Indian conditions. The seismic analysis 

of these tanks has been carried out (considering the effect of sloshing) by two different methods [1]. 

firstly based on Indian standard code 1893-Part 1, (2002) i.e. adopting lumped mass modal method 

and second is based on draft code 1893-Part 2, (2005) considering two mass modal (convective and 

impulsive mode) method for different soil conditions like, tank on rocky or hard soil sites, tanks on 

medium soil sites and tanks on soft soil sites for fixed base condition [2]. 

Commercial software package Structural analysis programming (SAP) has been used for modeling of 

overhead water tank supported on shaft staging [3]. 
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Fig.1 Representation of Elevated Tanks Supported on Shaft and Framed Staging 

 

2. METHODS USED FOR ANLYSISS 

 

2.1 LUMPED MASS MODAL METHOD (IS 1893:2002) 

2.1.1 Horizontal pressure 

For the purpose of this analysis, elevated tanks shall be regarded as systems with a single 

degree of freedom with their mass concentrated at their centre of gravity. The damping in the system 

may be assumed as 5 percent of the critical for concrete The Time period T, in seconds, of such 

structure shall be calculated from the following formula: 

𝑇 = 2𝜋√
𝑚

k𝑠
        …….. (2.1) 

Where: 

m = mass of the tank container + 1/3 rd. weight of staging. 

ks= lateral stiffness of the staging. 

Using time period T calculated in above and 5 percent damping, the spectral acceleration 

shall be read off from the average acceleration spectra given in Figure.3.2 The design horizontal 

seismic coefficient. 

The lateral force shall be taken equal to: 

αh* W         …….. (2.2) 

 

Where: 

αh= Design horizontal seismic coefficient 

W= Seismic Weight. 

The design shall be worked out both when the tank is full and when empty. When empty, the 

weight W used in the design shall consist of the dead load of the tank and one-third the weight of the 

staging. When full, the weight of liquid is to be added to the weight under empty condition. 

Design horizontal seismic coefficient shell be calculated 

W by response spectra method 

αh= β.I.F0 (Sa/g)       ............. (2.3) 
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Here: 

β = a coefficient depending upon the soil foundation 

I = a factor depend upon the importance of the structure 

F0= seismic zone factor for average acceleration spectra 

Sa/g = average acceleration coefficient as read from the Figure.3 for above time period T 

 And 5% damping. 

2.1.2 HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE 

When a tank containing fluid vibrates the fluid exerts impulsive and convective pressures on 

the tank. The convective pressures during earthquakes are considerably less in magnitude as 

compared to impulsive pressures and its effect is a sloshing of the water surface. For the purpose of 

design only the impulsive pressure may be considered. The pressure on the wall would be: 

 

Pw=Ah*w*h*√3cosФ[
𝑦

ℎ
− 0.5 (

𝑦

ℎ
)
2

]tanh√3
𝑅

ℎ
   …….… (2.4) 

 
The pressure on the bottom of the tank on a strip would be: 

 Pb=Ah*w*h
√3

2
(
𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ√3(𝑥 ℎ⁄ )

𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ√3(𝑙 ℎ⁄ )
)      ………. (2.5) 

 

Where, 

x, y, l, R and h are as defined in Fig.2 and w is unit weight of water . 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.2 Hydrodynamic parameters on circular  

water tank         
Fig.3 Average acceleration 

spectra. 
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2.1.3 BASE SHEAR 

The total design lateral force or design seismic base shear (VB) along any principal direction 

shall be determined by the following expression: 

VB=AhW         …...… (2.6) 

Where, 

Ah=Design horizontal acceleration spectrum value as per 6.4.2, of IS 1893 and 

W=Seismic weight of the tank. 

 

2.2 TWO MASS MODAL METHOD (IS 1893: 2002) (PART 2 DRAFT) 

Most elevated tanks are never completely filled with liquid. As shown in Fig.2 a two-mass 

idealization of the tank  is more appropriate as compared to a one mass idealization. Failure of tanks 

during Chilean earthquake of 1960 and Alaska earthquake of 1964 led to beginning of many 

investigations on seismic analysis of liquid storage tanks and this aspect came to forefront that 

consideration should be given to sloshing (convective) effect of liquid and flexibility of container 

wall while evaluating the seismic force of tank. 

 

 

Fig.4 Two mass idealization for elevated water tank. 
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2.3 DESCRIPTION OF EXSISTING ELEVATED WATER TANK 

 The elevated tank has a capacity of 250 m3 The tank is circular in shape, 8.6 m in diameter 

height of water is 4m. Grade of concrete and steel are M20 and Fe415, respectively. zone of the tank has 

selected in both seismic zone V and II in that three type soil strata has been taken for analysis. Density of 

concrete is 25 kN/m3. Analyze the tank for seismic load. 

 

2.3.1 PRELIMINARY DATA FROM CONVENTIONAL DESIGN 

Details of sizes of various components and geometry are shown in Table. 1 and Figure. 5 

 

Table. 1: Geometrical Data from Conventional Design 

 

Component Size (mm) 
Top Dome 120 thick 

Top Ring Beam 250 x 300 

Cylindrical Wall 200 thick 

Bottom Ring Beam 500 x 300 

Circular Ring Beam 500 x 600 

Bottom Dome 200 thick 

Conical Dome 250 thick 

 

2.4 CALCULATIONS 

i) Wherever floor finish and plaster is provided, their weights should be included in the weight 

ii) No live load is considered on roof slab and gallery for seismic load computations. 

iii) Water load is considered as dead load. 

iv) For seismic analysis, free board is not included in depth of water. 

 

Weight of empty container = 209.3 + 52.1+ 552.9 + 107.2 + 148 + 185.6 + 321.3 = 1,576 kN 

Weight of staging = 782 + 254 = 1,036 kN 

Hence, RC shaft with reinforcement in two curtains. Grade of concrete and steel are M20 and Fe415, 

respectively. Site of the tank has hard soil in seismic zone IV. Density of concrete is 25 kN/m3. Analyze the 

tank for seismic loads weight of empty container + one third weight of staging = 1,576 + 1,036 / 3 = 

1,921 KN 

 
Fig.5 SAP 2000 V14 model 
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Table 2 Results from Lumped mass model and two mass model  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Results of base shear and overturning moments of lumped mass model and two mass model are 

tabulated in Table.2, and those results are compared with SAP results. 

 

2.6 CONCLUSION 

From the present study we can observe that, Base Shear & Overturning Moments in Two 

Mass model are comparatively less with lumped mass model, hence, Idealization of the tank based 

on SDOF is still inapplicable and may remain as overestimate analysis About 19%, which is 

economically inapplicable. 

The simplified procedure that can be utilize for evaluating the dynamic characteristics and the 

dynamic response of elevated water tank is more adequate by using 2DOF, and economically may 

applicable. Furthermore analysis with 2DOF procedure needs less computational efforts than FEM. 

 

 

Soil type Lumped mass 

model 

Two mass model SAP for two mass 

model 

Zone – V 

Base Shear (kN) 

Hard 107.35 5935.44 6397.11 

Medium 197.113 8013.617 8532.06 

Soft 298.251 9858.40 9870.12 

Overturning moment (kN-m) 

Hard 59744.5 119347.51 121498.18 

Medium 80953.54 161135.00 170162.30 

Soft 86922.19 198229.39 198136.21 

Zone – II 

Base Shear (kN) 

Hard 8.284 1648.734 1718.60 

Medium 15.209 2226.0 2158.24 

Soft 23.02 2738.44 2181.62 

Overturning moment (kN-m) 

Hard 16595.7 33152.09 35091.16 

Medium 22487.09 44759.72 46638.22 

Soft 24145.05 55063.72 60346.39 
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